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FEATURES AND BENEFITS

SPECIFICATIONS

Give your lights a lift with the LS9900B Crank-Up 

Lighting Stand. This portable yet sturdy rig makes it 

easy to set up and tear down tall lighting and speaker 

configurations in theaters, outdoor venues, and other 

performance spaces. The stand adjusts in height and 

your settings are reinforced with the included locking 

pin to ensure safe, secure, reliable equipment support. 

For ergonomic setup and teardown, this stand raises and 

lowers the upper shaft via a hand-cranked ratcheting 

winch, making it much easier for you to fully elevate 

and safely lower your heavy equipment. At the top of 

the shaft a horizontal T-bar holds your light fixtures with 

four available mounting spaces that accept PAR cans, 

LEDs, spots, lasers, projectors, moving heads, and 

other effects. A standard 35 mm speaker adapter is also 

included, enabling you to use your add-on attachments 

to mount speaker arrays weighing up to 185 pounds. 

With its lengthy legs, the braced tripod base is a solid 

foundation, moreover, nonslip rubber feet absorb 

vibrations and prevent slides and skids to firmly keep 

the stand where you want it. Durably finished in classic 

black and plain steel, the stand looks great, resists chips 

and scratches, and blends into your livestream, stage, or 

studio setup to add to a professional presentation. For 

compact storage, efficient transportation, and ease of 

load in and load out, the T-bar can be detached and the 

tripod base folds down.

CRANK UP LIGHTING STAND
LS9900B

Height Adjustment: 74"–157.5"

Weight Capacity: 185 lb

T-Bar Length: 51.5"

Folded Length: 68.31"

Weight: 52 lb

Includes: 35 mm speaker-mounting adapter


